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Puzzle

Adjectival inflection

Representation of the suffix

▪ Stem-final [n̩] and [l̩] behave identically! 

Analysis of adjectives

▪ Words with an odd number of syllables => stress on underlying penult.

All data from Niborski & Vajsbrot (2011), complemented by own elicitation

▪ Jacobs (2005): /ə/ => ø /C_n# (and C_nC ) ;  

/davən/ => [davn̩], /davən-ən/ => [davən-ən]
/lign-ər/ (no /ə/) = [lignər]

- Explains neither the contrast with /l/, nor the motivation for the rule.

▪ Raffelsiefen (1995) for similar facts in German

/davn-ən/ => [davənən] ; /aχl-ən/ => [axlən]

- Constraint extremely ad-hoc…

Previous stabs at puzzle

Analysis of puzzle 
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▪ Assume bi-domanial [[A]B] (Kaye 1995). Assume, also with Kaye (1995), 
that empty nuclei at the edge of A do not delete.

▪ The restriction on [Cnən] and the /n, l/ asymmetry follow from right-
branching /n/s, in combination with the OCP.

▪ The symmetry between /n,l/ in adjectival inflection follows from a 
embedded bi-domanial analysis of adjectival inflection

CONCLUSION
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▪ Stem-final [n̩] does syncopate in [lign̩] ‘lie’, [lignər] ‘liar’, *[lign̩ər]

Proposal

▪ Potentially-syllabic consonants /l,n/ must always be associated to a 
V-slot.

- Left-branching before empty nucleus.
- If V is empty or holds /ə/ => [n̩, l̩] 
- Caratini et al (2014) – syllabic C̩s in 
Strict CV (Lowenstamm 1996, Scheer 
2004)

- Right-branching before full nucleus
- Innovation of current proposal.

▪ Because of (2b), the suffix must be /ən/, or we would expect [ʦin].

- Left-branching of /n/ evicts /ə/.
- Empty, framed VC sequence deleted
(Gussmann & Kaye 1993)

- No empty VC sequence, hiatus.
- No /ə/-eviction in hiatus. 

▪ Empty, deleted VC sequences will hencefore not be absent from
representations

[din-ən]  ‘serve’

- Right-branching creates an OCP violation.
- Therefore, left branching.

[mumlən], *[mumələn] ‘whisper’

- - No OCP violation; no need for /l/ to 
branch leftwards.

The analysis is about representation,
not realization. A V-slot connected to 
/n/ is not nasalized

[davən-ən] ‘pray’

- Right-branching create an OCP violation.
- Left branching must hold, [n̩V] is marked

=> [davn̩ən]~[davənən]

Cf. [ejdl-ən ziχ ]‘act in 

courteous manner’

- Left-branching beofore empty nucleus - Left-branching beofore empty nucleus. 
- Nucleus governed => [əl]~[l̩], as in (4)

▪ Same will hold with [n]̩-final base!

▪ Independent evidence comes from the blocking of [ə]-eviction in 
nouns, but not in adjectives:

[juŋg] ‘youngster’ => [juŋgən] ‘pl’
[juŋg] ‘young’ => [juŋgn ̩] ‘m.dat’

▪ Whatever the problem is with [ŋgn̩], it is not posed in the adjective, 
because the base and the suffix are separated by non-pruned CV!


